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Bolt to Floor

 1  Using provided dimensions, layout and drill (6) holes to secure the Cabinet to the floor. 
The hole size in cabinet is sized for clearance of 1/2 -13 bolts.

     �Be�sure�to�consult�the�local�building�codes�to�ensure�proper�anchor�hole�size�and�anchor�specifications�that�are�to�be�used. 
Follow�local�building�code�for�proper�bolt,�washer�and�lock�washer�specifications.

 2  After holes are drilled and anchors are inserted (per local building code specifications) secure enclosure to anchors by using: 
 ● (6) 1/2 -13 bolts 
 ● (6) 1/2 lock washers 
 ● (6) 1/2 washer
� ����Make�sure�to�use�hardware�that�meet�local�building�specifications.
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Bottom detailed view of the Cabinet frame: 
The Isometric view has been purposely rotated to show the 
required�hardware�to�fix�the�Cabinet�frame�to�the�floor.
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Cabinet Leveling Legs

1  ‘‘Break loose’’ the jam nut and rotate away from the bottom of the Cabinet. 
To lower the Cabinet, rotate the leveling leg counter-clockwise. 
To raise the Cabinet, rotate the leveling leg clockwise.

2  Repeat for each leveling leg as needed. 
Once the Cabinet has been leveled/raised/lowered to the desired height, tighten the jam nut up against the bottom of the Cabinet. 
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Bottom detailed view of the Cabinet: 
The Isometric view has been purposely rotated to show the hardware 
that�need�to�be�loosened/rotated�to�level�the�Cabinet�frame�at�the�
desired�height.
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Bolt Back-to-Back

1   Place cabinets Back-to-Back by making sure that the rear ganging holes are aligned (it is assumed that at this point the 
cabinets have been placed in position and leveled). 
Using the provided hardware kit (DCX-GANG-KIT01), place one 5/16 -18 bolt and tooth washer through one of 
the adjoined Cabinets. 
Repeat this process through the remaining (5) holes on the perimeter of the Cabinet.

2   On the opposite Cabinet, attach one 5/16 tooth washer and nut to the protruding bolts. 
Repeat this process for the (5) remaining bolts and tighten down the nuts, by drawing the two Cabinets flush together. 
Repeat this process for all Back-to-Back Cabinets as needed.
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Nut (thigthen)

Top detailed view of the selected Cabinet: 
The Isometric view has been purposely rotated to 
show the required hardware to be inserted, same 
goes�for�the�second�detailed�view�below.

Side detailed view of the Cabinets
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 Bolt Side-to-Side

1   Place cabinets Side-to-Side making sure that the side ganging holes/slots are aligned (it is assumed that at this point the 
Cabinets have been placed in position and leveled). 
Using the provided hardware kit (DCX-GANG-KIT01), place one 5/16 -18 bolt and tooth washer through one of 
the adjoined Cabinets. 
Repeat this process through the remaining (5) holes on the perimeter of the Cabinet.

2   On the opposite Cabinet, attach one 5/16 tooth washer and nut to the protruding bolts. 
Repeat this process for the (5) remaining bolts and tighten down the nuts, by drawing the two Cabinets flush together. 
Repeat this process for all Side-to-Side Cabinets as needed.
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Front detailed view 
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Bottom detailed view of the selected Cabinet: 
The view has been purposely rotated to show the 
required hardware to be inserted, same goes for the 
second�detailed�view�below.

Cabinets�legs


